
Chapter 3
Tlu Function and Field of

Spach and Langunge in psycltoanalysis

OvEnvrnw

In september 1g53 , Lacandelivered the famous ,,Discourse 
atRome'" originaily it i l been ,.rr.J,rr.a as a,,theoreticalreport" bv the president .f ,1. i;l;;;rycrtanarytique de paris(sPP) to an 

?1u1 congress of psycho.iuty.t.. f.Jitionary,this congress.incruded o.riy u.ruryrtr'or trr. rrench tongue, but itwas extended to include tirose of all the Rand of Durch besides f r;;;: p. 3_0/23i) ilTff;:j;lilH'-however , Lacan had been forced to resign as president of thesPP, ostensibly because or ,n. unorthoJo"y of his treatmentmethods, but more profoundly beca"r. .rrris deep opposition tothe rigidly formarisiic trui.,irrg program ,t:l being deveroped
-for 

u new psychoanalytic inr,i,rr,. in paris. This institute, headedby sacha Nacht, would p..rr*uury.rtr"fe the future membersof the spp. Be thatas it;;;, Lacan,s resignation was followedby that of severar otrr.,.i.nfr.t..rt members- of the spp (notablyDaniel Lagache, who, u, .r'i.:opresident of the society, refused tosucceed Lacan, the departing president). Thus the psychoana_
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lysts who eventual ly met in Rome in September to hcar Lirt ' i rrr
were very much a splinter group, for which Lacan now bcc:zrrrrt.
the acknowledged leader and spokesman. In any case, Lacan
proceeded to deliver his "report" and seized the opportunity to
make a full statement of his own views on the nature of psycho-
analysis, with all that this implied for the training process of any
psychoanalytic institute. Flence, the importance of the "Dis-
course" as the Magna Charta of the new movement in psycho-
analysis; hence, too, its polemical tone.

The reader will notice a distinct difference in the tone and
thematic of this essay from 1953 (197 7, pp. 30-1 13/237-359)
compared with the two previous ones from l94B and l9+9 .
Here for the first time Lacan insists on the centrality of lan-
guage in his conception of the Freudian enterprise. No doubt
the development of this preoccupation in Lacan was gradual,
and we are led to assume that certain early papers of L6vi-Strauss
made a profound impact on him. In Lacan's paper on the "Mir-
ror Stage" from I9+9, for example, he speaks of the formative
power of the imagoes "whose veiled faces it is our privilege to see
in outl ine. .  . in the penumbra of symbolic eff icacity" (1977, p.
3195). Lacan refers here explicitly to L6vi-Strauss' essay "The
Effectiveness of Symbols," also published in 1949, in which L6vi-
Strauss proposes to understand language as the unconscious
structure of society. Again in the present essay from 1953 , Lu-
can remarks, "Isn't it striking that Ldvi-Strauss, in suggesting
the implication of the structures of language with that part of
the social laws that regulate marriage ties and kinship, is al-
ready conquering the very terrain in which Freud situates the
unconscious?" (1977 , p. 731285). And he once again refers
explicitly to L6vi-Strauss, to his paper "Language and the
Analysis of Social Laws" (1951). The influence of Ldvi-Strauss
on Lacan at this time thus appears to have been decisive in
helping him articulate his own conception of the correlation be-
tween the Freudian unconscious and the laws of language. That
correlation will become apparent in the second section of the
"Discourse."
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l , r rc i r r r  l r t 'g ins wi th a l t r ie l '  introduct ion,  the purpose of .

rvlr ir  l t  is to statc his lundamental theme: the importance of

spt.t'<'lr :rnd language in the psychoanalytic process as such.
'l 'hc clirection of contemporary psychoanalysis, he claims, has

turncd more and more away from its true center, i . . . ,  the

lunction of speech and the field of language. An examination of

the current literature on the subject reveals three areas of spe-

cial interest: (1) the function of what Lacan calls "the imagi-

naryi' i.e., the role of fantasies and images in psychoanalytic

experience as manifest particularly in the fantasies of children;

(2) the conception of object relations on the libidinal level; and

(3) the role of countertransf.erence in psychoanalysis, and

hence the necessity of training for psychoanalysis. All three of

these fall victim to the same temptation of overlooking the fact

that the foundation of the whole experience is speech itself- an

area in which the analyst ought to be a "past master" (1977, p.

36/2++).
But since Freud, this field of investigation has "been left

f'allow" - and even he discerned it in experience more than he

explored it theoretically. As for his followers, they have been

caught up in issues of technique passed on to others in the most

ritualistic fashion. In America particularly, Lacan claims, this

tradition has been distorted by the cultural milieu, deeply marked

as it is by communications theory, behavioral psychology, and

the alleged national experience of self-achievement through

adaptation to the milieu.
Whatever may be said about Lacan's assessment of the

American mind, it is clear that Freud's technique can be under-

stood and applied only to the extent that the concepts on which

it is based are understood. Lacan takes as his task in this essay

"to demonstrate that these concepts take on their full meaning

only when oriented in a fieid of language, only when ordered in

relat ion to the function of speech" (1977, p. 391246). This pro-

gram suggests in reverse order the outline of the essay that fol-

lows (an outline also suggested by its title): the first section deals

with the function of speech; the second with the field of lan-
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guage; the th i rd speci f ical ly wi th thc conscquen(:cs ol ' (6t .  
' r , t . -ceding as they affect the issue of ' technique.

I

EmPtl speech and futt speech in the
psltchoanalytic realization of the subject

what is at stake in the essay is the ,,realizatLon 
of the sub_

ject" through the mediation of psychoanalytic discourse. Lacan
does not define "subject" for us, and at this point we know more
what he does not mean by i t  ( i .e. ,  i t  is  not , i -p ly the, ,ego,, ,  a,
alienated reflecrion of the subject) than what it is. The srtle.t i,
"realized" to the extent that it achieves its truth. The question
here is: How can the psychoanalytic interchange facili lte this
process? In the simplest terms, by helping the subject pass from
the use of "empty" speech (parore uide) to "frll" ,p...li @iote pkine),
where "speech," or "word," has the sense Saussure 1is16) gave i t
in distinguishing "speech" {rom ,,language,,: 

an indiviclual, con_
scious act of expression. what determines whether or not it is
called "empty" or "full"? precisely the extent to which it impedes
or facilitates the realizatron of the truth of the subject (Lacan,
1953- 195+, p.  61).

Lacan begins with the nature of "empty" speech, ,,where
the subject seems to be talking in vain about someone who,
even if he were his spitting image, can never become one with
the assumption of his desire" (1g77 , p. 45/254). In other words,
the subject speaks of himself as if he were an other, as if his own
ego were alienated from the deeper subjectivity that properly
assumes "his desire." In a different conte *i, Lurun d.r..^ibes that
speech as "empty" that is "caught up in the ,here and now' with
the analyst, where the subject wanders about in the machina-
tions of the language system, in the labyrinth of a system of ref-
erence offered him by his cultural conte"r" (1953-' lgs4, p. 61;
our translat ion).

The analyst .'.ay collude with this misapprehension by the
sub.ject of his true self in many ways, which in their essence con-
sist in the analyst's own failure to distinguish between the ego
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anrl thc subjectivi ty of 'his cl ient. This may happen hrst of al l
through his own failure to be a true "auditor" of the word spoken
in si lence by the subject (1977, p. 401247). The analyst may fai l
to recosnize that the appropriate response rnay be silence in re-
turn. Instead, he may respond as if this "silent" word were a
sheer void (as much in himself as in the analysand), u void that
must be fil led by some reality "beyond speech," such as an anal-
ysis of behavior. To be sure, this is done by words that elicit
other words - all of them jamming the true word (uttered in si-
lence) and in that sense profoundly empty.

Is the solut ion, then, " introspection"? Not at al l .  " Intro-

spection" all too often finds only the alienated ego in its empty
monologue. Instead, the process of analysis involves the difficult
task of "working through" the consequences of the subject's ini-
tial alienation essentially through the subject's "free association."
This process may involve different stages, commonly referred to
as frustration, aggressivity, and regression. How are these to be
understood?

Frustration in the analysand does not derive from the ana-
lyst's silent refusal to confirm the subject's empty speech, but
rather from the subject's painful recognition that his ego, which
he has hitherto taken to be identical with his own "being," is
nothing more than a "construct  in the imaginary" (1977, p.421
2+9), i .e.,  a mirrorl ike image of his true self .  The recognit ion of
his ego as an alienation of himself is, indeed, "frustration in its
essence" (I977 , p. +21250). The aggressivity that the subject ex-
periences at such a moment, then, is the intense reaction of the
slave in the face of the profound futil ity of his labor, i..., of the
ego experiencing the disintegration of its very stability as, for
example, when i ts defenses are slowly dismantled (1977, p. 421

250). In such a context, regression may be seen to be the succes-
sive moments in the decomposition of the ego in which the ego
finds compensation in a series of fantasy relat ionships (19i7 , p.
+4t252).

Through all of this, the first task of the analyst is to avoid
being seduced. He does this not only by responding appropri-

7 l
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zrtc ly to ther analysancl 's s i lcnt ' r ' ,  but  by t ry i l rq to l ) i l ( ' ( '  l l r r .  ;xr t i t ' r r t 's
recogni t ion of 'h is own eqo structures accordinq to l r is  t ' ; rPiu i tv
to inteerate th is recogni t ion.  "Nothing rnust l te rcar l  into [ ; r r ry
here-and-now situation] concerning the ego ol ' the sutr jcct th;rt
cannot be reassumed by him in the form of ' the' I , ' that  is ,  in tht '
f i rst  person" (1977 ,  p.  +31251).  This assumption by the subjecr
of his own "mirages" is achieved in and through the analyt ic dis-
course as such. The analyst does not address himself ' to some
"object beyond the subject 's speech." Rather, the patient must
remain fbr him at all times a subject. The patient's speech is a
"musical score" that the analyst simply tr ies to punctuate as with
a metric beat. Even the termination of the analyt ic session is a
form of such punctuation. And i f  the analyst seeks "supervision"
of his work (so that he himself is now a subject in the patient's
stead vis-)-vis the supervisor), the purpose is to learn to discern
the mult iple registers of the subject 's musical score (1977 , p. 45/
2s3).

What, then, is achieved, by al l  of this? Eventual ly, to be
sure, the "{ul l"  word. But more precisely, how? Not essential ly
by an examination of the "here and now" or by the analysis of
resistances. Rather, above al l ,  i t  is achieved through the "anam-
nesis," through the recol lect ion by the patient of his own past in
dialogue with the analyst. Both aspects of the process need to be
stressed.

what is recollected is what the subject has been (Heidegger
would say gewesend), i.e., his personal history as he experiences
it, fbr "the efl'ect offull speech is to reorder past contingencies by
conf-err ing on them the sense of necessit ies to come" (1977 , p.
+8i256). Hence, " i t  is not a question of real i ty, but of truth" that
is at stake - though the notion of "truth" here needs further elab-
oration.

In this regard, it is important that the recollection is articu-
lated to another (Anna O. called Freud's method the "talking
c:ure"). The process is "the birth of truth in speech." I t  is precise-
ly thc art iculat ion that renders the past present in the analysis.
"["()r i t  is present speech that bears witness to the truth of this

l l  \ (  l l ( | \  \Nl)  l  l l ,  l  l )  ( )1.  s l ' | ,  1,( : l l  \Nl)  I  \N(; t ' \ ( ;1.
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r t ' r ' r ' l r r t iorr  in prt ' .s t 'n l  r t ' i r l i ty ,  ancl  which grounds i t  in the namc
ol ' t l r ; r t  r t ' i r l i ty .  Yct  in that  real i ty,  only speech bears wi tness to
t lr ir t  port iott  ol ' the powers of the past that has been thrust aside
;rt  t ' i rch crossroads where the event has made i ts choice" (1977,
p.  4712i>6).

Moreover, psychoanalytic speech is addressed to an other.
'l'hc process is essentially intersubjective and the subject's speech
rnust include the response of his interlocutor (I977, p. 491258).
' fhus, the assumption of his history by the subject, insofar as i t
is constituted by the speech addressed to the other, forms the
qround of the new method that Freud called "psychoanalysis."
The means of psychoanalysis uare those of speech," for it is speech
that "confers a meaning on the functions ofthe individual." The
operations involved "are those of history, in so far as history
constitutes the emergence of truth in the real." And the domain
of psychoanalysis is the realm of "concrete discourse, in so far as
this is the field of the transindividual reality of the subject"
(1977, p. +9/257).

By "transindividual" here Lacan seems to mean that di-
mension of the subject that l ies beyond the compass ofhis indi-
vidual consciousness, i .e.,  that " is not at the disposal of the sub-
ject in re-establ ishing the continuity of his conscious discourse"
(1977, p. +91258). I t  is therefore "other" than conscious dis-
course, and it is what L,acan understands Freud to mean by the
"unconscious." The unconscious " is that chapter of my history
that is marked by u blank"- the "censored chapter" that none-
theless can somehow be deciphered. It is discernible, for exam-
ple:

- in monuments: this is my body. That is to say, the hyr-
terical nucleus of the neurosis in which the hysterical symp-
tom reveals the structure of a language , and is deciphered
l ike an inscript ion which, once recovered, can without seri-
ous loss be destroyed;
-in archival documents: these are my childhood memo-
ries, just as impenetrable as are such documents when I do
not know their provenance;
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- in semant ic evolut ion:  th is cr l r rcsponcls to t l r t '  s tot 'k  o l '
words and acceptations of 'my own part icular vot ' i r l rul irry,
as it does to my style of life and to my character;
- in traditions [oral traditions and natural lansuage s], too,
and even in the legends [myths] which, in a heroicrzed
form, bear my history;
- and, lastly, in the traces that are inevitably preserved by
the distortions necessitated by the linking of the adulter-
ated chapter [of my own life] to the chapters surrounding
it, and whose meaning will be re-established by 

-y 
exege-

sis [1977,,  p.  50/259].

Note that this catalogue includes some items that are proper to
the individual (..g., childhood memories) and some that have a
much wider base in general human experience (..g., traditions,
legends, semantic evolution, etc.). What is most important at the
moment, however, is that the conception of the unconscious is
foreign to any interpretation that would identify it with sheer in-
stinctual urges or drives (1977 , p. 541264), whose development in
the individual may be traced through a series of maturational
stages (1977 , p. 531262).

Rather, a proper understanding of the unconscious obliges
us to consider it in terms not of instincts, but of history. "What
we teach the subject to recognize as his unconscious is his his-
tory" (1977, p.521261). Lacan speaks of "primary historizatrort,,"
implying apparently a "secondary historizatron" as well. By "pri-
mary" historization we understand him to mean the process that
engenders events themselves, the "facts" of history that have
been "recognized in one particular sense or censored in a certain
order." Accordingly, a "secondary" historizatron would consist
in the effort through analytic discourse "to perfect the present
historization of the facts that have already determined a certain
number of the historical 'turning points' in [the subject's] exis-
tence" (1977 , p. 521261). In this context, the classical stages of
psychosexual development belong to "primary" historization
and the reconstitution of them with the help of the analyst to
"secondary" historization. In either case, however, they are
radically intersubjective in character (1977, p. 531262).
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I l t ' t l r i t t  :rs i t  l r) iry, what is clear fbr Lacan is that the "sub-
jt ' r  t iv i ty" .r l ' thc subject includes more than what has been expe-

ri t 'nt ' t :cl  "subjectively," i .e.,  consciously by him. That is why the
"truth o1'his history is not al l  contained in his Iconsciously dis-

ct 'rnible] script" (1977, p. 551265). There is a larger text that

supports his discourse, although he himself may know "only his

own lines." The larger text Lacan calls "the discourse of the oth-

cr," "the unconscious" in its strictest sense. It is to the nature of

this larger text, not speech but language, that he now turns.

I I
Sltmbol and language as structure and limit

of the psltchoanafutic field

Lacan proposes to explore the larger text, "other" than in-

dividual consciousness, within which the psychoanalytic ex-

change takes place, and he speaks of it as the "psychoanalytic

field." His thesis will be that this field is essentially the structure
of language itself, the limits of which define the limits of psycho-

analysis in the sense that outside of this field psychoanalysis can-

not function. As for the correlation between language and sym-

bol that is thematrzed here, we recall once more that during

these years the influence of L6vi-Strauss appears to have been

particularly strong.
Again Lacan declares his intention to "rediscover the sense

of [the psychoanalytic] experience" by returning to the work of

Freud (1977, p.571267). Three works in part icular he f inds es-

pecially significant, insofar as they suggest how profoundly

Freud's insight was marked by an awareness of the importance

of language. The first of these is The Interpretation of Dream.r (1900a),

where Freud teaches us that "the dream has the structure of a

sentence" (I977, p.571267), and the "oneir ic discourse" is elab-

orated by all the devices of rhetoric (1977 ,, p. 58/268). More-
over, as the analysis progresses, the patient's dreams come to

function more and more simply as the elements of a dialogue,
the dialogue of analysis.
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In Freud's The Pslchopathologt of Euerydal Ltb (1901), ".'v.'r'y

unsuccessful  act  is  a successful ,  not  to say'wel l  turned, 'c l is-
course" (1977, p. 58/268). Moreover, pathological symptorns
are "structured like a language," for (as Lacan tells us elsewhere)
they have the structure of metaphor insofar as in the symptom
one signifier (with all its associations) replaces another signifier
(with al l  of i ts associat ions) (1977, p. 1661518). The symptom is
resolved when the proper word is uttered revealing the substitu-
t ion.

Finally, in Freud's Jokes and Their Relation to the LJnconscious
(1905b), Lacan's dist inct ion between the conscious intention of
the individual and the field of language to which the subject is
exposed finds strong confirmation, for there must "have been
something foreign to me in what I found for me to take pleasure
in [ the joke]"  (1977, p.60/271).Lacan f inds in the wealth of  lan-
guage that makes it possible for jokes to emerge further evi-
dence for Freud's appreciation of the linguistic nature of the un-
conscious. Thus "it was certainly the Word (uerbe) that was in
the beginning, and we live in its creation, but it is the action of
our spirit that continues this creation by constantly renewing it"
( r977, p.  611271).

At this point Lacan begins to elaborate his conception of
the field of language to which the subject on the unconscious
level is exposed. In its most basic form, it is conceived as the law
that governs all human interchange. "No man is actually ignor-
ant of it, since the law of man has been the law of language since
the first words of recognition presided over the first gifts" (1977 ,
p. 61/272). But these gif ts themselves are essential ly symbols-
"signifiers Iuseless in themselves] of the pact that they constitute
as signified." The law governing the exchange of gifts is one of
symbolic interchange and the order it establishes is the "symbol-
ic order."

The autonomous character of this order is important to
note here, for it is this that distinguishes language as a system of
sisns from the set of signals that are evident in the animal king-
dom and that can be simulated in condit ioning experiments. (I t
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t l r is  r t 'q:r l r l ,  l , ; r ' r r r r  c i tcs the f indings reported byJules Masser-
nr:rr ln. ) l ' )r , ' t ' r-y sign is composed of both a "signif ier" and a "signi-

l i t ' t l "  i rnrl  in language each of these elements is located within a
rrrt 'sh ol 'similar elements with regard to which i t  assumes i ts

spccif ic character. Thus,

what defines any element whatever of a language (langue)
as belonging to langu?ge , is that, for all users of this lan-

guage (langue), this element is distinguished as such in the
ensemble supposedly consti tuted of homologous elements.

The result is that the particular effects of this element

of language are bound up with the existence ol' this ensem-
ble, anterior to any possible link with any particular expe-
rience of the subject. And to consider this last link [as in

the case of conditioning signals] independently of any ref-

erence to the first is simply to deny in this element the
function proper to language [1977, pp. 63-6+127+].

This conception of an autonomous order of symbols is es-

sential to Freud's entire insight, Lacan maintains. "For Freud's

discovery was that of the field of the effects in the nature of man

of his relations to the symbolic order and the tracing of their
meaning right back to the most radical agencies of symbohza-

tion in being. To ignore this symbolic order is to condemn the
discovery to obl iv ion,  and the exper ience to ruin" (1977, p.64/

27 s).
Much will be made of this notion of "symbolic order" as

Lacan's thought develops. Here it suffices to see that the sym-

bolic order, conceived now as "law," governs not only the order

of languzge , but the logic of mathematical combination, and in-

deed, the whole pattern of social relatedness that emerges under

the guise of marriage ties and kinship relationships, superim-
posing "the kingdom of culture on that of a nature abandoned to

the law of  mat ing" (1977, p.66/27 7).  Thus, "Symbols in fact  en-

velop the life of man in a network so total that they join togeth-
er, before he comes into the world, those who are going to en-

gender him'by f lesh and blood'"  (1977, p.681279).  In a s imi lar
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vein, Rabelais speaks o1'the Great Debt whose econorny "cx-
tended to the stars themselves" ( 1977 , p. 67 /278). Characterist ic
of Lacan, however, is the designation of this order as the "law ol'
the father": "It is in the name of thefather that we must recognize
the support of the symbolic function which, from the dawn of
history, has identified his person with the figure of the law"
(1977 , p. 671278). This law is all-pervasive, then, providing
man with both servitude and grandeur "in which the living be-
ing would be annihilated, if desire did not preserve its part in
the interferences and pulsations that the cycles of language
cause to converge on him" (1977 , p. 68/279).

If all this is to be said of language, how are we to under-
stand the nature of speech, i.e., "the wordn? Lacan's answer
here is enigmatic: It is a "presence made of absengs)) - and he al-
ludes to the famous anecdote that Freud recounts in "Beyond
the Pleasure Principle":

This good little boy. . . had an occasional disturbing habit
of taking any small objects he could get hold of and throw-
ing them away from him into a corner, under the bed, and
so on, so that hunting for his toys and picking them up was
often quite a business. As he did this he gave vent to a
loud, long-drawn-out'o-o-o-o', accompanied by an expres-
sion of interest and satisfaction. His mother and the writer
of the present account were agreed in thinking that this was
not a mere interjection but represented the German word

fort'[ 'gone']. I eventually realized that it was a game, and
that the only use he made of any of his toys was to play
'gone' with them. One day I made an observation which
confirmed 

-y 
view. The child had a wooden reel with a

piece of string tied round it. It never occurred to him to
pull it along the floor behind him, for instance, and play at
its being a carriage. What he did was to hold the reel by the
string and very skilfully throw it over the edge of the cur-
tained cot, so that it disappeared into it, at the same time
uttering his expressive'o-o-o-o'.  He then pul led the reel out
of the cot again by the string and hailed its reappearance
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rvi t l r  i r  . joyl ir l  ' r la '  [ 'herc' ] .  This, then, was the complete
qiur)( ' -d isappearance and return [1920, pp. 14-15].

' l ' l r t 's(:nse of ' this passage for Lacan is that the chi ld, by modu-

lirting the phonemes "o-o-o-o" and "da" in this game of "disap-

l)carance and return," strove to make the mother present in her

itbsence. For the child, it is the inchoation of the spoken word;
lirr Lacan, the paradigm of all speech. For he accepts from the

testimony of the linguists (1977 , p. 73128+-285) the principle

that the elementary particles of speech are the phonemes that
may be divided according to a system of bipolar opposition into
12 sets of binary pairs "out of which each language makes its

own selection" (Jakobson and Halle, 1956, p. 29). Lacan sees

the Fort! Da.t as such a pairing of phonemes. When the child first

activates the experience of them that he has assimilated from the

community into which he is born, he is initiated into "the world

of meaning of [his] particular language in which the world of

things wil l  come to be arranged" (1977, p.651276). Thereafter,

"it is the world of words that creates the world of things" in the

sense that i t  renders them present- i .e.,  meaning-fr l- in their

absence.
With this much said about the fundamental relationship

between language and speech, Lacan proceeds to discuss the
tensions between them. He first looks at various forms of
pathology in the subject and designates three "paradoxes": (1) In
psychosis, the subject is "objectified," so to speak, in a "language
without dialectic," i..., he is "spoken" by language (rather than
speaking it) through stereotypes, "petrified forms" of the uncon-
scious, etc. (1977 , p.69/280). (2) In neurosis (classical ly charac-
terized by symptoms, inhibitions, and anxiety), the speech of
the subject is excluded from the individual's conscious dis-
course, but i t  f inds expression in other forms (..g.,  in symp-
toms). In its fullest sense, then, it includes the "discourse of the
other," and it was precisely through deciphering this speech that
Freud discovered the "other," i .e.,  the unconscious (I977 , p. 69/
28l). (3) In "normal" inauthenticity, the subject "loses his mean-
irg in the objectivizations of discourse" (1977 , p. 70/2Bl).
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Capt ivated by the I 'ascinat ions of ' tht 'sc i t ' r r l i l i< rrr i l i t ' r r  i r r  r r l r i r  l r
we l ive,  the subject  takes himsel f ' to lx:  an ol l . j t ' t ' t  l ik t .  l l r t .  r ' t .s t  ; r r r r l
thereby forgets his subjectivi ty. Thus hc lx 'r '<)rn(,s lr lockt ' t l  l i 'orrr
t rue speech ( the fu l l  word) by being caught bchinr l  i r  " l i r r )uuirg(.
barr ier" of empty words, whose thickness is me:zrsurirblt '  " l ly ( lr t .
stat ist ical ly determined total of pounds of 'pr intcrl  p:rpt 'r ' ,  rrr i l t 's
of record grooves, and hours of radio broadcasting thert thc sair l
culture produces per head" (1977, p. 71/282).

Yet the situation is not quite as bleak as all this may souncl.
Subjectivity in our own day remains creative and "has not ceasccl
in i ts struggle to renew the never-exhausted power of symbols in
the human exchang." (1977, p. 7I/283). Psychoanalysis has
made a contr ibution to this struggle, and i ts task now is to bring
its own efforts into line with the thrust of modern science so as
to assure i tself  of a legit imate place in i t .  This is al l  the more
possible because the psychoanalyst is a "practi t ioner of the sym-
bolic function ," and this function l ies at the heart of the move-
ment ( i . . . ,  structural ism) that is establ ishing a new order of the
sciences in our duy. This new order is based on the principle
that the "conjectural" sciences are no less rigorous than the
"exact" sciences, for "exactitude is to be distinguished from
truth" (1977, p.74/286).  The science of  l inguist ics,  which l ies at
the basis of contemporary anthropology and (u. already in-
dicated) plays an essential role in Lacan's conception of the
symbolic order, is a case in point (1977, p. 73/28+-285).

At any rate, the physical sciences, for all their vaunted exac-
titude, are not without their limitations. "Our physics," for exam-
ple, "is simply a mental fabrication whose instrument is the
mathematical symbol" that serves as the "measurement it intro-
duces into the real" (1977,, p. 7+/286). This can be seen in the
case of the measurement of time. But mathematics can also sym-
bolize another kind of time, namely, the "intersubjective' time
that structures such human actions as are considered in a purely
conjectural science like game-theory 0977 , p. 751287). Such for-
malizations as these have their place in psychoanalytic conjec-
ture, too, in order "to ensure its own rigour" (1977, p. 75/287).
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Yct t l r t ' rcal tcst ol 'psychoanalysis is to deal with the t ime
llr ;r t  counts as the subject 's history. Here the ideal wi l l  be "an

ir lt 'rrt i l it:ation of the subjectivity of the historian Iin this case the
srrlr.jcct hirnselfl with the constituting subjectivity of the primary

lr istorization in which the event is humanized [ i . . . ,  his own

1r:rst,  not only conscious but unconscious]" (1977 , p. 751287).
'l 'his is made possible by the historicity of the subject himself, by

rcason of which genuine progress may be made through recol-

lccting the past in the present.
If what has been said so far has any validity, then the con-

sequences for the training of the psychoanalyst must be drawn.

Not only must we include in the curriculum Freud's compre-

hensive catalogue of subjects (in addition to psychology and sex-

ology, "the history of civilization, mythology, the psychology of
religions and the science of literature") (Freud, 1926b, p. 2+6),
but a new awareness of the importance of language in the proc-

ess suggests the inclusion of several cognate subjects as well

("rhetoric, dialectic in the technical sense that this term assumes

in the Topics of Aristotle, grammar, and, that supreme pinnacle

of the aesthetics of language, poetics, which would include the

neglected technique of the witticism') (1977 , p. 761288). All in

all. a formidable task!

II I
The resonances of interpretation

and the time of the subject
in psychoanalytic technique

In this third section Lacan draws the consequences of the

preceding for psychoanalytic technique. He concludes by ex-

tending the analysis to a consideration of the subject's temporal-
ity. This lies at the basis of the historization process, the full

acknowledgment of which is essential to achieving the full word.
Accordingly, Part III falls conveniently into two sections: (1)

the resonances of interpretation and (2) the time of the subject

in psychoanalytic technique.
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The resonances oJ interpretation

The problem of technique is this: How help the subject, cx-
posed as he is to the whole field of language, achie.,re full speech
(1977, p.BB/302X To begin wi th the negat ive,  th is is not done
by the analysis of resistances (1977, p.78/290). Freud's example
in this regard is instructi.,ze. In the case of the Rat Man (1909b),
for example, he tolerates the resistances as long as he can use
them to in..rolve the subject in the articulation of his own mes-
sage (1977, p. 791291). I t  is ob.r iously the message that is im-
portant here.

Nor is full speech brought about by any form of interpreta-
tion that permits the subject to be objectified. As we ha.re seen,
this may occur if the analyst fails to distinguish between the sub-
jectivity of the subject and his ego, taking the ego as "identical
with the presence that is speaki.tg' ( 1977, p. 90/304). It is all too
easy to fall into such an error if one takes ego to mean "the per-
ception-consciousness system" and then makes the easy transi-
tion to considering it as the "function of the real." Soon psycho-
analysis becomes a relationship between two bodies, in which
"the analyst teaches the subject to apprehend himself as an ob-
ject" (1977 , p. 9l/30+), as he is for the analyst. Accordingly, if
the task is for the subject's id to be conformed to an ego, as
Freud's famous dictum is improperly taken to suggest, then this
conformity is to the analyst's ego rather than to the analysand's.

It is in terms of such an objectivization that Lacan under-
stands many a theoretical formulation of the "splitting of the ego"
in analysis. In other words, "Half of the subject's ego passes over
to the other side of the wall that separates the analysand from
the analyst, then half of that half, and so on, in an asymptotic
procession" (1977, p. 91/305). The wall  is the wall  of words-
empty words - that constitute a "language barrier" between the
analyst and the subject. Behind the wall resides the "reality" of
the subject that the analyst feels he must analyze. Experiencing
himself in corresponding fashion, the subject feels that the ana-
lyst on the other side of the wall already knows in ad..rance the

t l : t

truth i t l rout hirn-and therefbre is al l  the more incl ined to be

"widc opcn to Ithe analyst's] objectifying intervention" (1977 , p.

e4l308).
More positively, the principles that govern Freud's own tech-

nique are those that determine 'the dialectic of the consciousness-

of:self, as realized from Socrates to Hegel" (1977, PP. 79-801292).

Freud's specific contribution was to see that the subject as a self

has an other center than consciousness and in that sense is "de-

centered." It is because of Freud's insistence that the self has this

"other" Center, i.e., the unconscious, that the subject warrants the

Hegelian description of an "identity" of the particular (i.e., con-

sciousness) and the universal (i..., the unconscious)'

It is this 'identity" of the particular and universal (of con-

sciousness and the unconscious) in both the subject and the ana-

lyst that enters into the psychoanalytic dialogue. And in its es-

sence, this interchange is "a communication in which the sender

[i..., the subject] receives his own message back from the receiv-

er [ i .e.,  the analyst] in an inverted form" (1977, p. B5l29B). We

take this to mean that the spqech of the subject always "includes

its own reply" in the sense that the lacunae among the spoken

words (consciousness) are already filled in by the subject's un-

conscious dimension, and the analyst's response (quite "put-

ticular' to the subject 11977, p. 79/291]) is such as to bring the

unconscious dimension of the subject's speech into his awareness.

The effectiveness of the analyst's response will be in proportion,

of course, to his own attunement to the unconscious within

himself, but it is the subject's otpn message (not the analyst's) that is

received back from him now in "inverted" form. Thus it is the

function of the analyst's own utterance "not to inform [the sub-

ject  about himsel f l  but  to evoke" (1977, p.  86/299)- i .e. ,  to

evoke the resonances, conscious and especially unconscious, in

the subject's own discourse as if it were a piece of polyphonic

music: "analysis consists in playing in all the many staves of the

score that speech constitutes in the registers of language and on

which depends the overdetermination of the symptom" (1977,

p. 7et29r).
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The symptom is "overdetermined" in that i t  r t :str l ts I ' r 'orrr
the coalescence of several (or at least more than one) contr i l rrrt-
ing factors-in Lacantan terms, from the constellation ol'scvcr-
al signifiers, or "symbols." We take "symbols" here in the struc-
turalist sense as the elements of the "symbolic function/order."
As the translator notes: "The symbols referred to. . . are not
icons, stylized figurations, but signifiers, . . . differential elements,
in themselves without meaning, which acquire value only in their
mutual relations' (Sheridan, 1977, p. i*), the basic pattern of
which is correlative with the law of human interchange already
described.

In order to relieve the symptom, then, the analyst must, by
the evocative style that encourages "free associationo-and some-
times "communicates what it does not actually say" (7977, p.
82/295)- help the subject to disengage the various signifiers that
constitute the symptom. This the analyst does by introducing the
subject uinto the primarlt langtnge in which, beyond what he tells us
of himself, he is already talking to us unknown to himself, and, in
the first place, in the symbols of the symptom" (1977, p.Bll293).
In what sense this primary language is also the "language of his
desire" is a problem that need not concern us at the moment. Let
it suffice to say that it is "primary" because it is the language into
which the in-fans is first introduced when he begins to speak
- universal in the sense that it has a character "that would be
understood in all other languages,' yet because it structures his
subjectivity, "it is absolutely particular to the subject" (1977, p.
BU2e3).

In other words, primary-not "primitive"-language is the
language of the subject's unconscious, of "identity" of the particular
and universal. This is the language that Freud deciphered, whose
"essential field" Ernest Jones (1916) delineated by reducing the
thousands of "symbols" (in the sense now that the term is nor-
mally understood in analysis) to five: those referring 'to one's
own body, to kinship relations, to birth, to life, and to death"
(1977 , p. 821294). These typify the resonances that the analyst's
response may evoke. "There is therefore no doubt that the
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, r r r , r lvst  t ; r r r  1>l i ry ot t  t l t t :  l )ower o1' thc symbol by e ' , toking i t  in a
( ,u( ' l r r l l r , '  r ' i t l t ' r r l : l t t :c l  l i rshion in the semant ic resonances of  h is

r( 'nr ; r t 'ks" (  11)77 ,  p.  821294).
Yt't irs l,acan uses the word "symbol," the "primary" char-

,rt  t t ' r 'ol ' thesc symbols goes deeper st i l l  and "brings them close to

t lrost '  [pr ime] numbers out of which al l  the others are com-

lrost'<l." We take this to mean that the "primary" character of

svrrr lxr ls fbr him consists in the signif iers in their most radical

lo l r r r -even down to the level  of  the phonemes?-out of  which

;r l l  rneaningful art iculat ion is composed. Be that as i t  may, i f

svrrrbols are irnderstood in the most radical manner possible,
"wc shall be able to restore to speech its lull value of'evocation
lry u discreet search for their interfbrences" (1977 , p. 821295).
'l 'his rrray make hea'zy demands on the literary and linguistic

t'rudition of the analyst, but at least it lets us see how far Lacan

is willing to go in insisting on the necessity for a "renewed tech-

rr ique of interpretat ion in analysis" (1977, p. 82/294).

But we must not forget that this "renewed technique" is a

lunction of the basic principle of psychoanalysis, i .e.,  the princi-

ple of dialectical exchange. What is sought in the exchange is

the response-not the "react ion"-of  the other (L977, p.  86l

299-300). Whate'-zer is addressed to the dialogue partner en-

gages not only the speaker but the partner, for "speech commits

its author by in..resting the person to whom it is addressed with a

new real i ty" (1977, p. 85/298), thereby effect ing some kind of

"transformation" in him (I977, p. 831296). From the analyst's

point of ..riew, this transformation may consist merely in awak-

ening in the subject a sense of his own subjecti..zity: "if I call the

person to whom I am speaking by whate'./er name I choose to

gi.ze him, I intimate to him the subjective function that he will

take on again in order to reply to me, even if it is to repudiate

this function" (1977, pp. 86-871300). Yet when al l  is said and

done, the "decisive function" in any response that the analyst

makes to the subject is "to recognize him"-the alternati',re is "to

abolish him" as subject. "Such is the nature of the analyst's re-

sponsibilitlt whene../er he intervenes by means of spee.h" (1977,

rf5
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p. 87/300).  ' I 'he vagar ics ol 'Frcud's own t : l l i r r ts i - r t  srrc l r  r r  t l i i r l t ' r ' -
t ical exchange may be seen, fbr examplc, in the (:zrs(r ol ' t l r t .  I{ :r t
Man (Freud, 1909b), where ir  succeeds (1977 , pp. t l t | - t ]g/: t02-
303), and in the case of Dora (Freud, 1905a), wherc i t  clocs rrer
(r97 7, pp. 9I-92130s-306).

However (and this brings us back to an earlier therne), in
order for the analyst to "recognize" the subject appropriatcly, he
must first of all discern the place where the subject's ego is, so
that he may know "through whom and for whom the subject
poses his question" (7977 , p. 89/303). Typically, for example, the
hysteric will experience his ego quite differently from the obses-
sional. Hence, it is "always in the relation between the subject,s
ego (moi) and the 'r' At) of his discourse thar you musr under-
stand the meaning of the discourse if you are to achieve the de-
alienation of the subjecr" (1977 , p. 90/304). It is the failure to do
this that leads to the evils of objectivization (see above) and, in
efl 'ect,  to "abol ishing" the subject as a subject (1977, p. 87/300).

If all this leaves much to be explained, the general sense of
i t  remains {air ly clear: the technique of psychoanalysis is based
on a principle ofdialectical exchange achieved through the me-
dium of language articulated through speech. That is the essen-
t ial.  Lacan includes certain digressions and extrapolat ions that
enrich our appreciation of the importance of language in the
process without clarifying very much our understanding of it.
After dealing with the issue in Part II, Lacan tells us again that
language, as it is structured by the symbolic order, is a specifi-
cally human phenomenon that differs radically from the siqnal
system of animals (e.g., the "wagging dance" of bees). The sig-
nals in the animal's system are in a nonarbitrary one-to-one re-
Iation of signifier to signified according to a fixed coding, where-
as in language this rclation is arbitrary and both signi{ier and
signified derive their meaning from a whole network of lexical
and other relat ionships in which they f ind their place (r977 , p.
84/297). In the case of the bees, there is no retransmission of the
nressage, so that the message serves only as a relay of the action
without any suhjecr detaching it {rom the action and using it as a
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svrrr l ro l  o l '  ( 'orrrrnunicat ion to another subject .
Moreover, Lacan finds different ways to celebrate the pow-

t'r' ol' l:rnguage in psychoanalytic discourse. Sometimes it is by
sardonic comment on those who fail to recognize it. For exam-

1lle, he scoffs at the analyst who fails to appreciate the difference
between the words "need" and "demand" in terms of their sym-
bolizing effect on the subject (1977, p. 83/296). He is oniy slight-
ly more benign toward any analyst who experiences a "guilty
conscience about the miracle operated by his speech. He inter-
prets the symbol and, lo and behold, the symptom, which in-
scribes the symbol in letters of suffering in the subject's flesh,
disappears" (1977, p. 921306).

Sometimes he is more positive, as when he describes the
intimate relation between words and the embodiment of symp-
toms. "Words are trapped in all the corporeal images that capti-
vate the subject. . . . [They] can undergo symbolic lesions and
accomplish imaginary acts of which the patient is the subject"
(1977 , p. 87 /301). Accordingly, the discourse itself rr'ay some-
times become eroticized and take on a "phallic-urethral , anal-
erot ic, or even an oral-sadist ic function" (1977, p. BB/301). But
here speech itself becomes an "imaginary, or even real object in
the subject" and ceases to fulfil l its function as an articulation of
the symbolic order, the proper locus of language.

Introduction of the terms "imaginary" and "real" as distinct
from "symbolic" at this point calls our attention to a specifically
Lacanian terminology. From the "Mirror Stage" paper, we have
some sense of what Lacan means by the "imagin ary": it is the
sphere of the imago-"the world, the register, the dimension of
images, conscious or unconscious, perceived or imagined'(Sher-
idan, 1977, p. i") where there is "a sort of coalescence of the sig-
nif ier and signif ied" (Laplanche and Pontal is, 1967, p. 210).
From the present essay we have some sense of what Lacan
means by the "symbolic": it is the comprehensive structure
whose discrete elements operate as signifiers related only arbi-
trarily to a signified(s) (in the sense already explained), or, more
generally, the orders to which such structures belong, or, final-
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ly ,  the law ( i .c. ,  fundamental  pat tern) on which this opt l t ' r . is
based. What,  then, does he mean by the "real"? ' l 'ht . , , r . ( , : l l "  l i r .
Lacan seems to be the order of brute fact. As the tnrrrsl ir tor
notes: "what is prior to the assumption ofthe symbolic, thc rt . i r l
in i ts ' raw' state ( in the case of the subject, fbr instance, thc .r-
ganism and i ts biological needs), frzy only be supposed, i t  is an
algebraic x" (Sher idan, 1977, p.  x) .  In contrast  to the. ,subst i tu-
t ions" in the symbolic order and the "variat ions" in the imagin-
ary, the real is a point of constarcy, belbre which the imaginary
"falters" and over which the symbolic "stumbles"- the ,, inel imin-

able residue of al l  art iculat ion" (sheridan, 1977, p. x).
Although these notions are far from clear at this point,

their emergence in the expos6 leads Lacan to raise the question
of'how the dimension of the real enters into the psychoanalytic
discourse. If we understand the word ,,reality', here to mean
"real" in the sense just described-at least, most general ly, aS
the orcler ol '  f  act that is ncither symbolic nor imanirury - then
"rcal i ty" cnters into the analyt ic process in the sheer fact of the
ztnalyst 's response, whether this is in the fbrm of *active inter-
ve nt icrn" or "abstent ion,  I in]  h is refusal  to reply" (rg77, p.  95/
309-310). In the latter case, i f  the "abstention" is an appropri-
ately resonating silence that serves to elicit from the subjlct full
speech, then it really lies at the junction of the real arrd the sym-
bolic, for it makes its own contribution to the ,,dialectical punc-
tuation" of the analytic discourse.

Be this as i t  
^ay, 

another way in which the symbolic and
the real come together for Lacan is in the function of time. And
this brings us to the second section of part I I I .

The time of tlte subl'ect in pslchoanaQtic technique

There are several ways in which time plays a significant role
in the psychoanalytic process. In the first place, the time for the
entire analysis (i..., its length) must be experiencecl by the pa-
tient as indefinitc, partly because there is no legitimate way to
predict what the patient's "time for understanding,' will be, partly
because predicting the coming-to-term of the subject's ."plo.-
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, r t r , t r  o l  l r is  t t ' r r t l r  i r r r l r l i t 's  ( l r i r l  t l r is  t r t r t l r  is  " i r l r t ' i r r ly  t l r t ' r ' t " 'sorn( ' -
I r , , r r  i r r  t l r t '  r r t t ; r lvst ,  t l tus r 'ot t f i r tn i r - rq the sul t jcc: t 's  "or iq iner l  r r r i r -
,n l ( '  o l  t l r t '  i rn i r lyst 's  orrrnisr : icnce zrnd, in ef l 'ect ,  leaving " the sub-

;r ' r  t  i r r  t l r t '  ; r l icnert ion o1'his t ruth" (1977, I t .  961310-311).  The
,rrr l r ; r l ) l ) \ '  rcsul ts o1'such an i l lusion Lacan f inds exempl i f ied in
I  rcrrr l 's  (  l9 l t ] )  account of '  the Wolf  Man case.

' l ' l r t ' re is another way in which t ime, as a mode of ' real i ty,
pl : rvs an important role in the psychoanalyt ic process- in terms
, l  t l r t 'c lurat ion of 'eac:h session and the terminal  point  that
rrr i r lks the encl  of  i t .  We have already ment ioned that fbr  Lacan
.r l l  intervent ions by the analyst  serve as punctuat ion of ' the dis-
(()urse. This is most especial ly t rue for the terrninat ion of  the
st 'ssion. "The suspension o1'a session cannot notbe exper ienced
lry the sub. ject  as a punctuat ion in his progress" (1977, p.  9Bl
: i13).  Hence the terminat ion is a pr iv i leged intervent ion that
rrrust be used.judiciously by the analyst, with the result that ses-
sions wi l l  be ol 'varying durat ion.  For i f  i t  is  t rue that " the un-
c'onscious needs t ime to reveal i tself ," i t  is also truc that the
"t ime" of ' the unconscious is not measured by "clock" t irne.

Flexibi l i ty in resard to the length of ' the session wil l  have an
efl 'ect on the analyst as well  as on the subject, fbr when the ana-
lyst departs lrom the observation ol ' the "standard t ime l imit" set
by his pcrers, his whole function as an analyst is put into ques-
t icrn (1977, p.97/312).  On the other hand, the "neutral i ty"  he
al leges in fbl lowine the "standard t ime l imit" is chal lenqed as
simple "non-action," which may in i ts own way take on an "ob-
sessive value" that lends i tself ' to the "connivance of the subject"
(1977, p.  991314).  For the pat ient  is  a l l  too ready to make the
"standard t ime l imit" serve his own powers of resistance. Thus,
if we take Hegel's dialectic of master and slave to be the para-
digm fbr thc relat ionship between therapist and patient (more o{ '
this later),  the patient is quite capable of usins the "standard
t ime l imi t"  of ' the ordinary session-fbr that  matter,  any f ixed,
predictable t ime l imi t -as a maneuver to wai t  out  the master 's
death. At any rate, this is the rat ionale for Lacan's well-known
use of '"short sessions." lbr which he has ol ien beren cri t icized

l l (  |
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(1977,,  p.  100/315).  what has ro be undcr l incd hcrc,  i r  st ' r ' r r rs.  is
the concept ion of ' the terminat ion of ' the session as an ess(.r) t i i r l
fbrm of 'punctuating i t  as discourse. As in the study ol 'rnanu-
scripts, where the absence of punctuation may be a source ol'
ambiguity: "The punctuation, once inserted, { ixes the meaninq;
changing the punctuation renews or upsets it; and a faulty
punctuation amounts to a change for the wors." (1977, p. 99/
3r3-3t+).

But there is a stil l more profound way in which time affects
the analyt ic process, insofar as t ime is an index of the intr insic
f ini tude of the human subject. I t  is with this theme, together
with its complex and far-reaching implications for the function
of speech, that Lacan brings his long discussion to a close.

Lacan's transition to the theme of finitude is interesting,
lbr it passes by way of ref'erence to Freud's hypothesis of a .,death

instinct ." Lacan comes to this after acknowledging that what-
evcr the astuteness o{ ' the analyst, he is never entirely *master"

of ' thc analyt ic si tuation - he is always prey to what Freud cal led
the "ncgat ive therapeut ic react ion" (1977, p.  101/316).  we
know that it was precisely to deal with the negati.ze therapeutic
reaction that Freud was led to his notion of 'a "death inst inct., ,

It is perhaps worth recalling the thrust of Freud's argu-
ment. We understand well enough that a "negati.,,e therapeutic
reaction" is an aggravation of symptoms as a result of therapeu-
tic eflbrts rather than an alleviation of them, as if the subject
pref'erred sufl'ering to being cured. Eventually, Freud theorized
that this reaction was grounded in a form of masochism - not
necessari ly in the str ict sense of sexual perversion (by which sex-
ual gratification is gained through suffering and humiliation),
but at least in the "moral" sense of the incl ination of a subject,
bccause of an unconscious sense of gui l t ,  to seek out the posit ion
<rl '  vict im (Freud, 1924a, p. 161). Bur masochism itself  Freud
(""'entually grounded in what, alier 1920, he referred to as the
"clcarth inst incts'- v basic category of inst incts (whate-,zer the
lraracloxes of  the term l l97 7,  pp.  101- 1021316-31 7])  that  tend
to learcl the li '",ing organism back to the inorganic state from which

I  I  \ (  I  l (  ) \  \ \ l )  |  l l  I  l )  (  ) l  \ l , l ,  l , (  l l  \ \ l )  |  \ \ ( , t  \ ( , l

rpr(  \unr,r l r l i  )  i t  ; rnrst ' .  i . t ' . .  (owarcl  r lc i t th ( l " rcur l ,  1!)40, p.  l4t ] ) .
I  l r r r r  i t  is  r t ' l t ' r ' r ' t ' r l  lo l rs t l r t " 'c lcstruct i . ,ze inst inct"  (Freucl ,  l l ) '24a,,

I )  I { r  i ) r r r r<l ,  ; r t ' r 'orc l inrr  to F'reud, f rzy account not only lbr  the

l , l  r rn(  )n l ( ' r ron o1'  nroral  masochism,,  i .e. ,  destruct i . ,zeness o1'  sel f ' ,
l r r r r  ; r lso l i r r  tht '  tenaciousness of  symptoms so ol ten observed
rrrrr l r . r '  t l r t .  quisc of ' the "compulsion to repeat"  (Freud, 1920, p.
I  l t .  i . r ' . ,  the tendency of  the subject  to place himsel f  repeatedly
rrr r l is;rr lvirntageous situations and thus reenact an earl ier expe-
n( 'n(  t '  wi thout being aware of  the prototype.

I"or Lacan, this evolut ion o1'Freud's thought was perfbct ly
, , r rs istcnt  wi th i ts beginnings-a consistency marked by an
, r I  r  i r  l ins I 'ascination with nature. At the beginning ol '  Freud's ca-
t( ' ( ' r '  s tood nature according to Goethe, for  i t  was dur ing a pub-
l ir  rcadine ofthe poet 's "Hymn to Nature," Freud tel ls us, that
Irt '  r 'ccei ' , 'ed his vocation to medicine (Freud, 1925a, p. B). At
t lr t '  close of Freud's career stood nature according to Empedo-
t lcs, the pre-Socratic phi losopher, for whom nature (not yet dis-
t irrquished from mind) was a dynamic procress in which the
r orrring to be and passing away of sensible reality through the
intcrmingl ing of the four elements (earth, air,  f i re, water) was
rro.,/erned by two dominating forces: love (Philia), principle of
;rttraction, and discord (Ir,leikos), principle of separation and dis-
i r r tcgrat ion (1977, pp. 102-103/318).  Here Freud fbund in an
rrncient wisdom welcome aff irmation of his own conception of
the dual principle of Eros and Thanatos.

Be that as it naf t it is not to Empedocles that Lacan turns
in order to elucidate further Freud's insight into the meaning of
a death instinct, but rather to the contemporary philosopher
Mart in Heidegger, whose celebrated analysis (1927) of human
Dasein ( i . . . ,  existence, or ek-sistence, in a sense of radical open-
ness to Being) as Being-unto-deati follows from a philosophical
conception of the human being that is prolbundly different f rom
F reud's . Lacan's transition to the Heideggerean conception is
by way of the notion of historicity he comes to when speaking of
the repeti t ion compulsion. Freud suggests that this compulsion
is best dealt with by searching out the prototypic experience rhat

r t l
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the subject compulsively repeats through a careful analysis ,l '
the transference, i..., "in replacing his ordinary .r..r.ori. t y o
'transference-neurosis' of which he can be cured by the thera-
peutic work" (Freud, 1914b, p. 154). Now this process Lacan
describes by a non-Freudian formula-"the histoiizing tempor-
ality of the experience of transference"-adding immediately
that in similar fashion "the death instinct essenrially express[es]
the limit of the historical function of the subject. Thi, ti-it i,
death" (1977, p. 103/318)-and there we are, knee-deep in Hei-
degger.

Heidegger indeed comes to a discussion of death as the first
step in analyzing the specifically remporal (hence historical)
character of Dasein. For our present purposes, it suffices to recall
that death in Heidegger's analysis - which places a heavy em-
phasis on thef nite aspect of human existence-is the most dra-
matic form of limit that defines this existence from the begin-
ning. As such, death is the ultimate seal of human finitude. for
it is within the limit set by death that one's existence "takes on all
the meaning ir has" (1977, p. 105/320). we take Lacan to mean,
then, that what Freud attempted to deal with in terms of the
death instinct may be understood better if transposed into terms
of human finitude, as discerned in Heidegger,s conception of
Dasein's (for Lacan, the "subject's") Being-unto-limit-death
(1977, p.  103/318).

Now Lacan tells us that "this limit is at every instant pres-
ent in what history possesses as achieved. This limit represents
the past in its real form, that is to S2/, . . . the past which reveals
itself reversed in repetition" (1977 , p. 103/318). In this context
we take him to intend "repetition" to be taken in a Heideggerean
sense. For Heidegger, repetition (Wiederholung) is Dareiis ,,ex-
plicit handing over to itself" of the past; it is ,,the return upon
possibilities of Dasein" as it has been up to the present ( 1927 , p.
385). The past would "reveal itself reversed in iepetition," then,
insofar as the "subject," in what Heidegger calls ,,advancing re-
solve," is extended authentically toward a future that advances
through its past.

I t  \ ( . i l ( ) \  \ \ l )  l l l I l )  ( )1,  \ l ' l  l . ( : l l  \Nlr  l  \ \ ( , t  \ ( ,1
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I l ; rv i r rq t l r t rs . jo i r r t '< l  I i r t 'ur l  i t r r r l  Hci tk:gucr '  (wht ' tht : r  sut . -
, , ' : : l r r l lv  or  l ro(  r ' t ' r r r i r i r rs to l tc sccn),  Lacan procecds to capi ta l -
r / ( ' ( ) r r  l r is ; r t ' l r i t 'v t : r r rcnt .  " f 'herc is there{bre no further need,"  h.
\ \ r  r t ( 's ,  " lo l ravc rccourse to the outworn not ion of  pr imordial
rn,rsot lr isrrr in order to understand the reason for the repeti t ive
ri ,un('r i  in which subjectivi ty brings together a mastery of i ts der-
r ' l r r  t iorr  arnd the bir th of  the symbol"  (1977, p.  103/318).  The
"rr 'pt ' t i t ive games" here, of course, are not the "repeti t ion com-

lrrr lsiorr" ofFreud but the Fort. t  Da! experience described above.
I ' l rrouqh these "games of occultat ion," the chi ld masters his

"t lt 'r 't ' l iction" (presumably Heidegger's "thrownness" fGeuorfen-
h,'itl). In other words, in this case, the child masters the absence
, rl thc mother through the inchoative exercise of speech, which is
"tlrt: birth of the symbol" in the child. "Repetition" of this kind is
rrot to be explained by an "outworn notion of primordial maso-
t'lrism." Rather, it is to be explained in terms of the child's first
- lrut radical - experience of limit (i..., finitude, death) as expe-
lit'nced through separation from (hence, negation of) the mother.

We have already seen in what way the child is thus "born
into language," having previously received the first phonemes of
lris speech from "the concrete discourse of the environment"
(1977 , p. 1031319). More important here is the fact that this
lirst experience of separation/limit/death is also the moment in
which "desire becomes human." We take this to mean. at the
very least, that this is the moment in which the child first experi-
cnces "desire" as distinct from the "need" that has characterized
the quasi-symbiotic t ie with the mother up to this t ime. In other
words, the child now experiences the otherness of the mother and
with that not only his own "lack of being," but a desire for the
mother which, in the Hegelian schema, becomes a desire to be
desired by her in turn, i.e., to be the "object" of the mother's de-
sire ( 1977, p. 10+1319). Moreover, this desire in the chi ld, since
it is born out of the rupture of a bond with the mother that was a
quasi-identity up to that moment, has this quasi-identity as its
paradigm. Hence, in the separation that follows, desire is essen-
tially insatiable - and in that sense somehow infinite or "eternal-
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rzed." Furthermore, desire is diverted through channels t[1t
now become available to the child by reason of rhe symbolic
power of speech in the same way the primordial phonemes sub-
stitute for the absence and presence of the mother in the Fort!
Da! experience.

In any case, the replacement of the mother by u symbol
rnay be considered equivalent to the "death" of the mother. so
that "the symbol manifests itself first of all as the murder of the
thing, and this death constitutes in the subject the eternalization
of his desire" (1977, p. 10+/319). There are several ways, then,
in which death may be seen as ingredient to the first experience
of language: as radical limit, it is "death" that the child experi-
ences when the rupture of the symbiotic bond with the mother
reveals the chi ld's own "lack of being," i .e.,  f ini tude (1977, p.
105/320); as negation of the thing, it is "death" that the child im-
poses on things by substituting for them the symbols of speech.
It is no wonder, then, that the theme of death is so closelyinter-
twined with the entire humanizing process, as is manifest in
countless ways in our culture, history, and philosophy.

Philosophically, death plays an essential role not only in
the thought of Heidegger but in that of Hegel, too, and allu-
sions to the latter in the text are plentiful. In fact, for Lacan the
philosophical conceptions of the nature of man in both these
philosophers seem to blend in the work of the analyst: ,,the un-
dertaking of the psychoanalyst acts in our time as a mediator
between the man of care [i..., man according to Heidegger]
and the subject of absolute knowledge [i..., man according ro
Hegel]" (1977, p. 105/321), For a philosopher, this might take a
bit of doing, but for Lacan the difficulties of such a synthesis
simply underline the "loftiness" of the analyst,s undertaking. It
emphasizes, too, the need for the "long subjective ascesis,,in his
training that helps him learn not only the skills of his trade, but
the full meaning of his own historicity. It is by reason of the lat-
ter that the analyst can "rejoin at its horizon the subjectivity of
his t ime" (1977, p. 105/zz1), that he can share the cultural expe-
rience of his fellows - "well acquainted with the whorl into which

I t  N(: l l ( )N.\Nl)  l .  l l , .1 l ) ( )1. 1) ir

l r rs 1rt ' r ' ior l  < l r i rws hirn in the cont inued enterpr ise of  Babel"

t l  ' )7 7 ,  p. 106/3'21) as he fulhl ls his function "as interpreter in the
, l is t  oxl  o l '  lant tuages."

'l ' lrtrs Lacan reaches the conclusion of his long discourse by
( ()nrirrq lul l  circle back to this start ing point: the issue of appro-

lrri:rtt ' training for the psychoanalyst in the light of the essential
rr:r(urt:  o{ 'psychoanalysis, whose true center is the function of
slrct:ch and the field of language (1977, p. 106/322). He finishes
w'ith a flourish. With a bow to both West ("the imperative of the
Word as the law that has formed [man] in i ts image" [1977, p.
l061322D and East (the story of PrajapAti from the Upanishads),
lrt' addresses his readers head on: "If the domain defined by this
{rifi of speech is to be sufficient for your action as also for your
knowledge, it will also be sufficient for your devotion. For it
<rfl 'ers a privileged field" (1977 , p. 1061322).

Preface.
A. Historical
B. just as the

cepts has

Mep oF THE Texr

background has import for our concerns,
reexamination of the history of Freud's con-

import for their use.
lntroduction.

A. The power of the word is such that we turn away from
it
1. and alter our technique

a. with undue emphasis on resistance.
2. Our "scientific" literature instead deals with:

a. the function of fantasies in development,
b. libidinal object relations,
c. countertransference and training of the analyst.

i. But all three risk abandoning the foundation
of the word.

3. Even Freud did not venture too far afield in his dis-
coveries.

4. Formalism and miscognition have led to a deterio-
ration of analytic discourse.
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B. The American group especial ly has obscurerl  l"r t ' t rr l 's
inspiration,
f . in its ahistorical bent for "communication" and bt'-

haviorism,

2. and in its emphasis on social adaptation, human
relations, and human engineering.

C. Freudian technique cannot be understood or correctly
applied if we ignore the concepts on which it is based.
1. The concepts, in turn, take on full meaning when

related to the field of language and the function of
the word.

Emftl speech andfull speech in the pslchoanalytic realization of the
subject.
A. The empty word marks the initial period of analysis.

1. Psychoanalysis has one medium: the word.
a. There is no word without a reply:

i. silence is a reply;
ii. so is the void within the analyst,

(") which he seeks to fill by analyzing be-
havior

(b) and from which the subject seeks to se-
duce the other.

2. The mirage of introspective monologue is opposed
to the labor of free association.
a. This labor involves "working through," and

meets with:
i. Frustration-not from the analyst's silence,

but from the alienated ego.
ii. Aggressivity-due not to frustrated desire,

but to the slave's frustrated labor.
(u) Hence the aggressive response to anal-

ysis of resistances,
(b) and the danger of objectification by the

analyst's focus on gestures.
(i) But even empty silence bears wit-

ness to the word.

I .
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( i i )  and even the ending of '  a st:ssion

punctuates its discourse.

i i i .  Regression-not as a real relat ion, but as an

ego-activated fantasY relation.

(u) Thus the analyst cannot be guided by sup-

posedly "real contact" with the subject,

(i) nor is it needed in supervision.

(ii) Instead he filters the musical score

of the subject's discourse.

3. The empty word is ego-focused.

B. The full word
1. has the following characteristics:

a. anamnesis versus analysis of the here and now,

b. intersubjectivity versus intrasubjectivity,

c. symbolic interpretation versus analysis of re-

sistance.

2. Anamnesis and the "talking cure" are not a function

of consciousness.
a. Verbalization in hysteria and hypnosis relates

the past to the present as necessities to come.

b. It is not a question of reality in recollection, but

of truth,
i. as, for example, in Freud's treatment of the

Wolf Man.

c. The subject's assumption of his history in dia-

logue is the ground of psychoanalysis.

3. The "talking cure" is intersubjective,

a. and the intersubjective continuity of the dis-

course aims to restore continuity in the subject's

motivations.
+. Discontinuities in discourse mark the place of the

unconscious as transindividual.

a. The unconscious participates in thought,

b. whose truth is inscribed in:

i. monuments of the body qua hysterical

sYmPtoms,
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i i. archival memories,
iii. characterological and semantic evolution,
iv. family legends,
v. distortions in the continuity of experience.

c. It is recovered in second.ry historization,
i. which reveals the subjective sense of instinc-

tual stages
ii. and not their analogical meaning.

5. Even Freud made the theory of instincts subordi-
nate to the historization of the subject in the word.
a. 

Th. 
subject is not reducible to subjective expe-

rlence.
b. for his unconscious is structured by a discourse

that is other to him.
II. Symbol and language as structure and limit of the ps\choanaQtic

field.
A. Psychoanalytic experience has a narrower focus than

does common experience.
1 . Much of the patient's mode of experiencing remains

unknown to us,
2. which falsely leads us to seek "real contact" with pa-

t ients.
B. We return to Freud to rediscover the meaning of psy-

choanalytic experience as manifest particularly in:
1. The Interpretation of Dreams.

a. The dream is structured like a sentence,
i. which is elaborated in its rhetoric of syn-

tactical displacements and semantic conden-
sations,

b. and is the expression of dialectical desire.
2. The Psltchopathologlt of Euerltdal Life

a. Every parapraxis is a successful discourse.
b. The symptom has the structure of language.
c. The apparent chance combination of numbers

reflects this structure.
3. Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious.

a. In the witticism the spirit shows reality to be
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subordinated to the nonsensical.

b. ' l 'hc point of wit always strikes the listener un-

expectedly,
c. implying an other that goes beyond the indi-

vidual.
d. In neglecting the language of symbols, psycho-

analysis has changed its object.

C. The nature of fundamental discourse: the law of man is

the law of languzge ,
1. originating in the exchange of gifts.

a. Symbolic gifts signify a pact as signified,

b. because as gifts their functional util ity is neu-

tralized.
c. We see the origins of symbolic behavior in ani-

mals,
i. but not in animal research that is ignorant of

the nature of the sign.

(a) The sign consists of the relation of the

signifier to the signified,

(b) and has distinctiveness and effectiveness

as an element of language only in rela-

tion to the whole ensemble.

2. The concept completes the symbol and makes lan-

guage of it,
a. freeing it from the here and now,

b. producing a word that is a presence made of

absence .
c. Through the word, absence names itself,

i. as in Freud's example of the Fort! Da!,

d. giving birth to a particular language's universe

of sense in which the universe of things is ar-

ranged.
e. In this way the concept engenders the thing,

i. and the world of words creates the universe

of things.
ii. Speech and the human world itself are made

possible by the symbol.
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D. The law of exchange governs the systenr ol ' Iarrr i ly t i t .s.
1. governing the exchange of women and qifis,

a. according to an order which, like languaue , is
imperative but unconscious in i ts structure.

2. The oedipus complex marks the limits of awareness
of our unconscious participation in the primordial
law.
a. This law, in regulating matrimonial alliances,

superimposes the kingdom of culture on the
kingdom of nature.

3. This law is the same as an order of languzse ,
a. making kinship nominations possible and weav-

ing the yarn of lineage.
+. The figure of the law is identified with the father.

a. The symbolic father, expressed in the ,,name of
the father," must be distinguished from the im-
aginary and the real father.

5. The law is also expressed in the Great Debt, guar-
anteeing the exchange of wives and goods.

6. This law is pervasive, precedes and follows man,
and would be inexorable if desire did not introduce
interferences.

E. The relation between the law of language and speech
has negative and positive consequences.
1. Negatively, three paradoxes result:

a. In madness speech no longer tries to make itself
recognizable;

i. in delusions the subject is objectified in a lan-
guage without dialectic,

ii. so that he no longer speaks but is, rather,
spoken.

b. In the symptoms, inhibitions, and anxiety of
neuroses, the word is driven out of conscious
discourse,

i. but finds support in organic stimuli or in im-
ages,
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i i. so that the symptom becomes the signifier of

a signified repressed from consciousness,
(u) and thus participates in language

(b) that includes the discourse of the other.
ii i. In deciphering this word, Freud revealed the

primary language of symbols.
iv. Our exegesis resolves these hermetic ele-

ments by liberating the imprisoned meaning.

c. In the objectifications of discourse, the subject
loses his meaning.

i. The subject is alienated in "scientific" civili-
zatron, forgetting his own existence and his

death.
ii. We meet this alienation when he talks to us

about himself as ego.
iii. We add to it when we talk of ego, superego,

and id.
iv. The thickness of this language barrier, which

is opposed to speech, is measured in tons of
print, miles of record grooves, etc.

2. Positively, the symbolic character of creative sub-
jectivity has never been more manifest:
a. in a revised conception of science as conjectural,
b. with linguistics as a basic scientific model,

i. yielding discoveries in ethnography and an-
thropology,

c. and in a semiotic reorganization of the sciences.
i. The symbolic function is a double move-

ment within the subject in which action and

knowledge alternate.
ii. The opposition between the exact sciences

and the conjectural sciences is erased,
(u) for exactitude is distinguished from truth

(b) and conjecture does not rule out rigor.

ii i. Even physics has a problematic relation to
nature.
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(u) Experimental science is not defint:r l  l ry
the quantitative nature of its object, ltut
by i ts mode of measuring i t .

(i) The clock, operating by gravity,
was used to measure the accelera-
tion due to gravity.

iv. Mathematics can also be applied to intersub-
ject ive t ime,
(u) providing psychoanalytic conjecture with

rigor.
v. History sets an example for us.

vi. Linguistics can help psychoanalytic practice.
vii. Rhetoric, grammar, and poetics should be

added to the "liberal arts" curriculum of the
analyst in training.

IIL The resonances of interpretation and the time of the subject in ps1,,cho-
analttic technique.
A. The resonances of interpretation.

1 . Psychoanalysis must return to the word and lan-
guage as its base,
a. rather than to the principles of the analysis of re-

slstances,
i. which lead to an ever greater miscognition of

the subject,
ii. and which principles Freud ignored in treat-

ing the Rat Man,
(u) making instead a symbolic gift of the

2. To
its
a.

word.
We choose instead to resonate with the word of
the subject,

i. so that analysis consists in sounding all the
multiple keys of the musical score which the
word constitutes in the registers of language.

understand the effect of Freud's word. we turn to
principles, not its terms.
These principles are the dialectic of self-con-
sciousne ss,

b.

<). ) .
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l l .  l r tr t  r t ' t luirc a dcccntering f iom consciousness ol '
scll '.

('. Psychoanalysis reveals the unconscious as a uni-
versal structure disjunctive of the subject.

To free the word, we introduce the subject to the
language of his desire, the primary language of
symbols and symptoms.
a. This language is both universal and particular.

i .  Freud deciphered i t  in our dreams;
i i .  Jones defined i ts essential f ield in rcl 'erence

to the body, k inship,  b i r th,  I i fb,  death.
b.-The symbol, though repressed, has i ts ful l  ef l 'ccts

by being heard;
c. the analyst evokes its power by resonance.

i. The Hindu tradition teaches us that the
word can make understood what it does not
say.

d. Like prime numbers out of which all others are
composed, symbols are the stuff of language.

e. We restore the word's evocative power by using
metaphor as a guide.

i .  Therefore we must assimilate, as Freud did,
l i terature, poetics, folklore, etc.,

i i .  and we must do more than just attend to the
"wording."

In its symbolizing function, the word transforms the
subject addressed.
a. We must distinguish symbol and signal.

i .  The dance of bees is a signal, not a language,
because of the fixed correlation of sign to
reality,

ii. whereas linguistic signs acquire value from
their relations to each other.

ii i. In addition, the bee's message is never re-
transmitted, but remains fixed as a relay of
the action.

b. Language is intersubjective.

+.
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i .  I t  invests the person addressed with zI n( 'w
reality.

ii. The word always subjectively includes its
own reply,
(u) wherein what is unconscious becomes

conscious.
iii. As language becomes just information, "re-

dundancies" become apparent.
(") These "redundancies" are precisely what

does duty as the resonance of the word.
iv. To be evocative rather than informative is

the central function of language.
(u) In the word, I seek the response of the

other.
(i) In calling the other person by what-

ever name, I intimate to him his
subjective function.

(b) In his reply to the subject, the analyst
either recognizes or abolishes the subject
as subject.

(i) All spoken interventions have a
structuring function.

Language is a subtle body:
a. words can be trapped in corporeal images,
b. and suffer physical wounds;
c. the discourse as a whole can be eroticized;
d. the word can lose its status as symbol and be-

come an imaginary or real object.
The advent of a true word and the subject's reahza-
tion of his history remain the only goal of analysis.
a. This is opposed to any objectifying orientation as

seen in the aberrations of new tendencies in

analysis.
b. Freud even takes liberties with facts in order to

reach the subject's truth.
i. His treatment of the Rat Man gives abun-

dant examples of this.

5.

6.
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B.

I { t 's1>orr t l i r rq to thc analysand rcquires knowing
wlrcrc his cgo is,
ir. that is, knowing through whom and for whom

the patient poses izs question.
i. The hysterical subject is identified with an

external spectacle.
ii. The obsessional masters an internal stage.

b. "Ego" must be distinguished from "I" if the sub-
ject 's al ienation is to be overcome.

i.  This is possible only in giving up the idea
that the subject 's ego is identical with the
presence speaking.

i i .  This error is promoted by the psychoanalyt ic
correlation of ego and reality in the topology
of ego, id, and superego,
(u) and leads to the subject's apprehending

himself as an object.
(b) In more and more refined splitting, he is

expected to conform to the analyst's ego.
( i)  Such analysis of resistance leads to a

negative transference, as in the case
of Dora.

The present emphasis on analysis ol'resistance stems
{rom the analyst's guilt about the power of the word.
a. We deny responsibi l i ty for i t  by imputing magi-

cal thinking to the patient.
b. We achieve distance through condescension.
c. We {ai l  to see the cunning of reason in both our

scientifrc discourse and symbolic exchanse.
d. In attending to the un-said in the gaps of dis-

course, We should not l isten as i f  someone were
knocking on the other side ol 'a wall ,

i .  for in attempting to translate nonl inguist ic
sounds we must look to the patient to con-
firm our understanding.

i i .  In i l lusion we are led to seek his real i ty be-
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yond the wall of languzse ,
i i i .  just as he bel ieves his truth is given to us i t t

advance and thus he remains vulnerablc to
objectification at our hands,
(u) wherein the effects of the transference

are constituted.
9. In distinguishing the symbolic, the imaginary, and

the real, we see that there are reality factors in the
analysis:
a. in the transference there are real feelings re-

sponding to our person as real factor;
b. reality is encountered in both the analyst's inter-

ventions and his abstention;
c. in his punctuating reply to the subject's true word.
d. There is also a junction of the symbolic and the

real in the pure negativity of the analyst's silence
as well as in the function of time.

The time of the subject in pslchoanalttic technique.
1. The duration of the analysis must remain indefinite.

a. We cannot predict the subject's "time for under-
standing. "

b. To fix a date is to alienate the subject and act as
if he can place his truth in us,

i. as occurred in Freud's treatment of the Wolf
Man.

2. The duration of the session is often obsessionally
fixed by the analyst,
a. whereas as gatherer of the lasting word and wit-

ness of his sincerity, the analyst punctuates the

subject's discourse in ending the session.
i. In manuscripts and symbolic writing, punc-

tuation removes ambiguity and fixes the
meaning.

b. A fixed hour lends itself to connivance in the ob-

sessional subject,
i. who in his forced labor waits for the master's

death,

B.
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3.

i i .  ancl is al ienated, l iv ing as he does in the Iu-
ture and identifying himself with the dead
master.

ii i. His "working through," then, is a seduction
of the analyst.

c. The use of short sessions breaks the discourse in
order to give birth to speech.

Beyond the wall of language lies the outer darkness
of death.
a. Freud's "death instinct" is rejected by those who

share an erroneous view of the ego and of speech.
b. The ironic conjunction of "death" and "instinct"

expresses the polar relation of life and death at
the heart of life.

i. whose resonances must be approached in the
poetics of the Freudian work.

c. The death instinct expresses the limit of Heideg-
gerean man as Being-unto-death.

The profound relationship uniting the notion of the
death instinct to the problems of the word makes the
notion of primordial masochism unnecessary.
a. In the repetitive game of Fort! Da! we see speech

develop as separation is faced.
b. In this moment of inchoative speech desire be-

comes human.
c. In mastering absence the verbal action becomes

its own object to itself.
d. In the child's solitude his desire becomes the

desire of an other.
As the symbol negates the object of desire, desire
becomes eternalized.
a. The tomb is the first symbol of man's presence.
b. Death is the intermediary between man and his-

tory.
i. Among animals the individual death passes

into the species, while among men suicidal

+.

5.
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death as symbolic passes into history.
c. Man's freedom is inscribed within the bordr:rs ol'

death as threat, self-sacrifice, and negation ol'tht'
other as master.

d. It is from death that the subject's existence takes
on its meaning.

6. The meaning of death shows absence to be the heart
of speech.
a. The circularity of the torus exemplifies the death-

bounded dialectic of analysis,
i. a dialectic that is not individualistic,

ii. and has implications for the training of the
analyst.

b. Humanity is formed by the law of the word.
i. It is in the gift of the word that the effects of

psychoanalysis reside.
ii. All reality comes to man by this gift,

i i i. whose domain is enough for our action,
knowledge, and devotion.

Norns ro rHE Tnxr

Additional historical background to the "Discourse at
Rome" is provided by Turkle (1975, pp. 336-337;
1978, pp. 97-118). Wilden (1968) also provides im-
portant background information and highlights the
spirit of the "Discourse" (pp. xxiii-xxvi). In addition,
the reader is directed to his 65 pages of notes to the
text, some further reference to which will be made be-
low.
The "subject" in this case appears to refer to the ana-
lyst, whose alibi for loss of effectiveness is the patient's
resistance. At times the "subject" can refer to either
the patient or analyst and sometimes both at once.
The "c factor" remains a conundrum for us (but see
note 106b below).

37 9/245
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Irr liri l ins to realize that his silence is a reply, the ana-
lyst experiences it as a void to be fil led with speech
about behavior. His word is then rendered suspect
since it is a reply only to the felt failure of his own si-
lence in the face of (the English text misreads "in the
fact of") his own echoing void.

The analyst's move parallels the patient's lifelong
attempt to overcome his own gap or dehiscence (now
called biance) by means of the narcissistic and imagin-
ary constructs of his ego through which he strives for
the other's recognition.

The reference to "humbler nee ds" (besoins) would
seem to be taken up later (p. 46a125+) under the ru-
bric of "the individual psycho-physiological factors"
which are excluded from the analytic relation, i...,
physical needs which place the primary emphasis on
the "real" as opposed to the symbolic (verbal) contact
between the patient and analyst.
As Lacan indicates in his footnote (1977, p. 107, n.
10/250, n. 1), these "theorists" include notre ami
Michael Balint, who writes of "the analytical cure of
ejaculatio praecox. . . because the ego has been
strengthened" (1938, p. 196).
Since progress lies in "an ever-growing dispossession"
of the ego as "his construct in the imaginary" (p.
42a/249), teaching the subject uthat he has been leads
only to greater objectification.
In his excellent note to this paragraph, Wilden (1968,
pp. 101-102) brings together tessera as password, ob-
ject of pottery used for recognition, and sltmbolon and
also specifies the text from Mallarmd.
Lacan often compares discourse to a polyphonic mu-
sical score (..g. , 1977 , p. 15+d1503), suggesting multi-
ple levels of ongoing signification.

43g/251

+6f/255 Aufhebung is the rich Hegelian term with a loose mean-
ing of an "overcoming" or "negating" whereby what is
overcome is integrated.
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Wilden again provides a very helpful notc hcrt':

Lacan's analysis of this sophism is conccrnt'tl

with the psychological and temporal process in-

volved between three hypothetical prisoners ol'

which the first to discover whether he is wearing

a black or white patch on his back has been of-

fered his freedom by the prison governor. The

prisoners are not allowed to communicate direct-

ly. The governor has shown them three white

patches and two black patches and has fixed a

white patch on each man's back.

Lacan analyzes the intersubjective process

in which each man has to put himself in the place

of the others and to gauge the correctness of his

deductions through their actions in time, from

the instant du regard to the moment de conclure. The

first moment of the temps pour comprendre is a wait

(which tells each man that no one can see two

black patches), followed by a decision by each

that he is white ('If I were black, one of the others

would have already concluded that he is white, be-

cause nobody has yet started for the door.') Then

they all set off towards the door and all hesitate in

a retrospective moment of doubt. The fact that

they all stop sets them going again. This hesita-

tion will only be repeated twice (in this hypothet-

ically ideal case), before all three leave the prison

cel l  together [1968, pp. 105-106].

He refers to Lacan's paper in Ecrits (1966, pp.

r97 -213).
55c/264 As Wilden writes, " '(Jne uiriti de La Palice' is a self-evi-

dent truth, a truism" (1968, p. 110). The identical

note appears in Sheridan's translation (Lacan, 1977 ,
p.  108).

55e1265 The now-classic phrase, "the unconscious of the sub-
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. j t ' t ' t  is thc discourse of ' the other," refers to the trans-
inclividual, universal structure of language as the do-
rnain in which gaps in conscious discourse are experi-
enced as foreign by the individual subject; in addition,
but not secondarily, it refers to the way desire (for the
other and for recognition by the other) is signified
through the operations of metaphor and metonymy,
i.e., through unconscious condensation and displace-
ment or linguistic substitution and combination.
The third term is the "other."
The Gospel text admits of several translations, includ-
ing "What I have told you all along" (New English Bi-
ble New Testament), "Why do I talk to you at all"
(Oxford Annotated Bible, Revised Standard Version),
and "What I have told you from the outset" (Jerusa-
lem Bible). Lacan may have read the translation from
the Vulgate, "I am the Beginning who speaks to you,"
now seen as grammatically impossible. See his later
reference, "it was certainly the Word (uerbe) that was
in the beginning" ( I  97 7 , p. 6 ld/27 1).
The first broad division, "the syntactical displace-
ments," group together linguistic mechanisms in which
the deliberate alteration of word order appears to be
the common element, e.3.1

Ellipsis involves the omission of understood words.
Pleonasm refers to a redundancy or fullness of lan-

guage, as in "with my own eyes I saw. . ."
Hlperbaton is the inverting of word order, as in

"echoed the hills."
Syllepsis uses one word to govern two while agree-

ing with only one in gender, case, or number,
or uses one word in the same grammatical re-
lation to two adjacent words, one metaphori-
cal and one literal, as in "taunts more cutting
than knives."

Appositioz sets a second word beside the first with
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the same ref'erent and grammatical plact: (rrs irr
"the River Tiber") o. a second phrase bcsiclt'
the f irst in a loose attr ibution (as in "to ki l l  thc
prisoners-a barbarous act").

The second group, the "semantic condensations,," up-
pears to rely on the use of one word in place of anoth-
er,  e.g. :

Metaphor uses a word literally denoting one thing
in place of another, often to suggest some sort
of likeness between them.

Catachresls involves the incorrect use of one word
for another, as "demean" for "debase," or a
forced or paradoxical usage, ?s in "blind
mouths.tt

Antonomasia substitutes an epithet, such as proper
title for proper name, or vice versa, as in "Sol-
omon" or "His Majesty." (The English text
misprints "autonomasis.")

Allegoryt describes one thing under the guise of an-
other in a prolonged metaphor.

Metonymy operates according to the principle of
contiguity, designating an attribute of a thing
or something closely related to it for the thing
itself it suggests, as the effect for the cause, the
container for the contained, the geographical
name for the event or function.

Sltnecdoch, uses the part to designate the whole or
the whole for the part, the species for the genus
(or the genus for the species), or the material
for the thing made, as in "thirty sail" for "thirty
ships," "the smiling year" for "spring," "boards"
for "stage," etc.

(The above was drawn from Webster\ NeLa International
Dictionary [1960] and Webster's New Collegiate Dictionarl

[1e7 4] . )
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It would be consistent to relate the first group to

.Jakobson's axis of combination and Lacan's descrip-
tion of the "word-to-word connexion" while the second
group illustrates the axis of substitution and Lacan's
"one word for another." Lacan isn't consistent in this
wdy, however, since the "word-to-word connexion" he
associates with metonymy, which appears in the sec-
ond group. There is further discussion of these figures
of speech and Lacan's definitions in "The Agency of
the Letter in the Unconscious" (1977, pp. 156- 16+,
169/505-516, 521).
One way to read this might be that the dream's law
comes d'autrui, from the place of the other, thus from a
place other than Freud's own conscious processes.
The French text is more intelligible here in saying that
"the symptom resolves itself entirely in an analysis of
language, because it Ithe symptom] is itself structured
like a language, because it [the symptom] is language
from which speech lla parolel must be set free" ("1.
sympt6me se r6sout tout entier dans une analyse de
langage, parce qu'il est lui-m€me structur6 comme un
langage, qu'il est langage dont la parole doit €tre d6-
livr6e"). The symptom is structured or "knotted" by
the nodal points (les noeuds) which are signifiers that
function as coordinates for the network of associa-
t ions. Lacan elsewhere (1977, p. 154/503) cal ls them
points de capiton, upholstery buttons, which bind
together from below the mass of associative material.
Tracking the associations to these nodal points and
resonating with the key words (switch-words) liberates
the words, thus resolving the symptom.

Ferenczi (1912) gives the example of a woman
patient whose dream he interprets as expressing a de-
sire for a better-educated husband. more beautiful
clothes, etc:
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At this moment the patient 's attcntion wirs r l t .-
flected from the analysis by the sudden onsct ol'
toothache. She begged me to give her somcthin.r4
to ease the pain, or at least to get her a glass ol'
water. Instead of doing so, I explained to the pa-
tient that by the toothache she was perhaps only
expressing in a metaphorical way the Hungarian
saying "My tooth is aching for these good things."
I said this not at all in a confident tone, nor had
she any idea that I expected the pain to cease af-
ter the communication. Yet, quite spontaneously
and very astonished, she declared that the tooth-
ache had suddenly ceased. [p. 167).

In Lacanian terms we can read this as an instance of
how a new signifier (toothache) is substituted for the
original signifier (Fdjrti afogam, "My tooth aches for it")
and thereby the symptom becomes structured as a met-
aphor. Ferenczi is able to suggest to the patient the
importance of this substitution and by interpreting
the symptom l inguist ical ly ( i . . . ,  as a metaphor) the
symptom is relieved by the power of the spoken word
itself (rather than by taking some other action).

This is the first time in these essays that Lacan
explicitly presents the tension between langu age (lan-
gage) and speech (la parole), a theme he dwells on later
in this section (see 1977 , p. 68/279).
The Freudian texts are specified in the notes to the
English translation ( 197 7, pp. 1 0B- 1 09) and again
they parallel Wilden's notes ( 1968, p. | 17).
The effort to reflect back on the originative action of
the unconscious prompts the creation of a new verbal
expression, as Lacan's example itself il lustrates.
The Argonauts were a group of 50 Greek heroes led
by Jason. They sailed the Aegean and Black Seas (in
the first long ship, the Argo) on their way to obtain
the Golden Fleece and return it to Greece. The French
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I )rtnrilin irppcars to be the generic term for Greeks and
tht: rcf'erence would be to the Trojan horse.
' [ 'he reference is to C. V. Hudgins (1933). This is de-
scribed as a "celebrated experiment" in Carmichael's
Manual of Child Psychologlt (Mussen, 1970, p. 951).
The play of the child is, of course, the Fort! Da! epi-
sode. Its relation to presence and absence and the birth
of speech was discussed earlier by us (pp. 18-23) and
is taken up again by Lacan (see below, L977,, p.
103d/318).
One implication seems to be that language differenti-
ates things just as the child's rudimentary phonemes
enable him to differentiate from his mother.
The law of symbolic exchange, in which the neutrali-
zation of the signifier and the law of language are re-
vealed (see above, 1977, pp. 6l-621272), determines
the symbolic equivalence of the gift of a woman and
the gift of a thigh of an elephant. Wilden (1968, p.
126) notes that the proverb is the epigraph to L6vi-
Strauss' Elementarlt Structures of Kinship (1949b). A nore
to the E,nglish text does the same without reference to
Wilden. This repetition occurs so frequently that no
further alert will be given to the reader and discretion-
ary use of Wilden's notes will continue.
The salvific import of "being-for-death" is missing in
Heidegger.
The precise sense of les cltcles du langage and of les ordres
is unclear; perhaps Lacan means that language is dia-
chronic and thus has cycles, and is calling attention to
the symbolic, imaginary, and real orders-all related
to the expression of desire.
Wilden's note on the role of il lness (supplied by Hyp-
polite) makes reference to the Hegelian texts (1968, p.
130).
The unified gestalt of the idealized ego-image hides
the experience of fragmentation just as the pretensions
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of the belle dme cover its projection of internal rlisot'tlt 't '
onto the world.
The "sectors A, B, and C" lr,ay echo the "c f'actrtr"
(1977 , p. 371245).
The implication seems to be that the more the psycho-
analyst demands "true" speech as opposed to empty
talk after the manner of "the precautions against ver-
balism that are a theme of the discourse of the 'normal'
man in our culture" (p.71b1282), the more he appears
to reinforce the thickness of the wall of language. This
is clearly a logical snare, to be denounced in the same
way that Hegel, abstract idealist philosopher that he
was, denounced "the phi losophy of the cranium," i .e.,
phrenology, and Pascal spoke of the ironies of
madness.
The movement, of course, was and is structuralism.
The reference is to the work of Jakobson and Halle
(  1 e56).
See our note (Wilden's actually) to p. 4Bd.

The epistemological triangle he describes is unclear to
us.
Lacan sees Freud's corrective to Hegel in his discov-
ery of the unconscious, which requires a decentering
from ego-consciousness. (The ex-centric or decen-
tered subject is a major theme in "The Agency of the
Letter in the Unconscious" [1977, pp. 165- 166/516-
5171.)
The unconscious as discourse of the other provides the
locus for the identity of the particular (in terms of the
subject's desire as expressed in his own signifying
chains of metaphor and metonymy) with the universal
(in terms of the transindividual structure of language).
Such an unconscious, defined earlier as "that part of
the concrete discourse. . . not at the disposal of the
subject in re-establishing the continuity of his con-
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s<' iorrs r l iscours"" ( 1977 ,,  p. a%258) is disjunctive of the
srr lr . jct: t ,  prohibit ing any descript ion of him as in-
diuiduum.
It is typical of Lacan to arch broadly and obscurely
across philosophical history from Plato to Kierkegaard.
We can take a few tentative steps toward understand-
ing by suggesting that the Platonic skopia, a vision of
the whole as well as underlying pattern, provides a
model for Lacan, but with the following corrective:
whereas Plato's vision is grounded in the recollection
of eternal essences and Kierkegaard's in the repetition
anticipated in an eternal future , Lacan places himself
in-between and thereby accents here the temporality
and historicity of the subjecq and of truth.
The dialogue in Lewis Carroll is as follows:

". . . there are three hundred and sixty-four
days when you might get un-birthday presents - "

"Certainly," said Alice.
"And only lne for birthday presents, |ou

know. There's glory for you!"
"I don't know what you mean by 'glory,' "

Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously.

"Of course you don't - till I tell you. I mean
'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!' "

"But'glory' doesn't mean a'nice knock-down
argument,' " Alice objected.

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said
in rather a scornful tone, "it means just what I
choose it to mean-neither more nor less."

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you
can make words mean so many different things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty,
"which is to be master-that's all" [1923, p. 246].

There are hints here of an individuating principle
whereby the mornent of differentiation from the mother
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is achieved when the inf 'ant 's desire for hcr I) t ' ( 's( 'rr t  t '  is
art iculated and embedded in universal disc'otrrst '  l rv
means of i ts idiosyncratic rudimentary speech ( in t lr t '
Fort! Da! experience). What remains obscure is tht'
relationship between the elementary phonemes anrl
the symbolism of primary language.

Jean Francois Champollion deciphered hieroglyphics
in 182 1 and thereby merited being called the founder
of Egyptology.
Wilden's note offers a definition of dhuani that stresses
the word's power to convey a sense different from its
primary or secondary meaning (1968, p. 142).
This is an especially tricky paragraph. Lacan does nol
appear to be saying that symbols are the ultimate sig-
nifieds for all the words of a language, but rather that
they are subjacent to (sousjacents d) all the meaning-
units of language, with a relationship to them closely
analogous to (but not identical with) the relationship
between prime numbers and composite integers. "A
prime number is an integer p> I divisible only by 1
and p;  the f i rst  few pr imes are 2,3,5,7,11, 13, 17,
and 19. Integers that have other divisors are called
composi te;  examples are 4,6,  B,  9,  10,  12,.  .  . "  (Har-
r is and Levey, 1975, p. 1978). Composites, therefore,
are the products of prime numbers. In a sense sym-
bols, therefore, are the "stuff" of units of meaning,
causing a kind of multiplying static by their presence.
By using the thread of metaphor, with its substitute
signifier tuning in to the secondary associative chains
of the displaced signifier, we can search for their pres-
ence and thereby restore to the word its full evocative
power by resonating with them.
A more recent description of the waggle dance (not
exactly Lacan's) can be found in Wilson (1975, pp.
177 -178).
What ts la forme, la forme essentielle which is at stake
here? Judging by Lacan's examples, it would seem to
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l r t '  t l l ( '  s( ' ( 'ont l - l lcrson singular and as such indicat ing
t l rc r) lx ' r ) inq of 'a domain inclusive of  the other in so
riul i t ' : r l  a lzrshion that to address another in any way
(not. just with the solemnity of vows) is to invest him
with a new real i ty, a new role, minimally the role of
re spondent.
Buddhist re{'erences to love (passion, attachment),
hate (aversion, aggression), and ignorance (delu-
sion, confusion) are common; fbr example, the
saviors "promote the virtues of the faithful, help to
remove greed, hate,  and delusion" (Conze, 1951, p.
1 s2).
The point may be that the analyst's abstention, when
it is based on the principle that all that occurs in the
work on the unconscious level is accessible as the dis-
course of the other (and thus he remains silent to let
the other speak), combines the elements of both a
real intervention and a symbolic reply.
Wi lden's useful  note (1968, pp. 151-152) discusses
the phrase's transferred sense in relation to the theo-
ry of dhuani or suggestion (see also note B2a above).
The two principles governing all change, as fbrmu-
lated by Empedocles (of Acragas, now Aerigento,
Sicily) , are specified (in 103c) as love and strifb. See
Kirk and Raven (195i) fbr further infbrmation.
Freud makes a lenEhy comparison between the views
of Empedocles and his own (1937, pp. 24+-2+7).
See Heidegger (1927, p. 250). Heidegger doesn't
speak of a subject in this YYzy, but rather of Dasein.
What Heidegger means by Dasein is a specific exis-
tential-ontological structure. What Lacan means by
subject is highly problematic. A preliminary effort to
relate Lacan's notion of the subject to Heidegger's
Dasein may be found in Richardson (1978- 1979).

Earl ier Lacan spoke of "recol lect ion" (1977, p.
481256) and suggested a Heideggerean context for it
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(1977, p.  47/255);  moreover,  he repur l iat t 's  i r  Nir ' -
tzschean interpretat ion (1977, p. 772, n. l l '21'. l l t \)
The Fort! Da! experience, discussed earlier, is f,:rc';rn's
focus for the next six paragraphs.
In mastering desire through language ( i .e.,  by mas-
tering the mother's presence and absence in the worrls
repeated now for their own sake), the child's desire is
fragmented, multiplied, squared (raised to a second
power) as it becomes articulated through the endless
signifying chain. Now present somehow in words
(i . . . ,  symbolical ly-the whole mystery of language)
the object is "destroyed" in its reality: thus Lacan
goes on to say that "the symbol manifests itself first of
all as the murder of the thing" (p. 104c1319). In this
experience of differentiation and distance from the
mother, the child experiences his own separate, lim-
ited reality (against that background of the ultimate
horizon of limit, death) and seeks to be recognized
by her, i .e.,  desires to be the object of her desire (the
dialectic of self-consciousness begins). For a Husser-
lian analysis of presence and absence in langu?ge,
see Sokolowski (1978).
The child here seems to be engaged in the Fort.t Da.l
or peek-a-boo game with another.
Now trapped in the symbolic order, desire is never
fulfil led but achieves a kind of eternalization in lan-
guage (a familiar theme in poetry).
An exact illustration is offered by the death of the pa-
tient Billy Bibbitt rn One Flew Ouer the Cuckoo's Nest
(Kesey, 1962).
Death is the limit, the boundary that de-fines man
and the point from which he begins to be. To speak
of "desire for death" in this Heideggerean context can
only mean, as Lacan says three paragraphs later,
that it is "in the full assumption of his being-for-death,"
that is, in authentically accepting his ownmost possi-
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l r i l i t i t 's ,  that  hc can afhrm himsel f  for  others.  Any-
t lr i rrs short of ' this, such as narcissist ical ly identi fying
with thc other or struggling to be the object of the
other's desire is to be caught up in the imaginary
structures of the ego.
We take the phrase "mortal meaning" to suggesf
again that the "meaning" of the subject, de-fined as
"mortal" (i..., by death) through speech, has a "cen-
tre exterior to language" in the sense that its center,
as individual, is other than the transindividual cen-
ter of language itself. As for the topological allusions
here, they anticipate a later period in the develop-
ment of Lacan's thought and require for an under-
standing of them an exposition that is broader and
more comprehensive than the present one. We defer
a discussion of these issues, then, to a later day.
Wilden's note (1968, p. 156) quotes Freud (1905a):
"It is a rule of psychoanalytic technique that an inter-
nal connection which is still undisclosed will announce
its presence by means of a contiguity-a temporal
proximity-of associat ions; just as in writ ing, i f  'a '
and'b' are put side by side, it means that the syllable
'ab' is to be formed out of them" (p. 39).

The factors b for biology and c for culture may
shed light on the previous two references (see 379,
where "the c factor" belongs to culture, and 71c,
where culture includes the sectors A, B, and C).
Eliot's The Waste Land (1922) ends:

Datta Dayadhvam Damyata
Shantih Shantih Shantih

In his notes to the poem, Eliot translates these as
"Give, sympathize, control" and refers to the Briha-
daranyaka-Upanishad, 5, I for the fable of the
meaning of the thunder . Lacan also gives the same
reference: "lisons-nous au premier BrAhmana de la
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cinquibme legon du Bhrad-Aranyaka Upartisltittl."

Wilden (1968), however, in his translat ion writ t :s,

"so we read in the second Brahmana ol'the filih lcs-

son" and in his English text Sheridan (1977) fbllows

Wilden.


